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I open with what may seem an unusual question for the celebration of an important resource for 
publishing in the Civil War: do we really need another book on this topic? It seems nearly impossible 
that the subject hasn’t been exhausted. For the last 140 years, both academic and non-academic 
historians have done their level best to pick through the remains of the conflict. The estimates of the 
number of books and pamphlets published on the Civil War range from a low of more than 50,000 to a 
high of 70,000.[1] My colleague Mark E. Neely Jr. is fond of placing this into perspective in the following 
manner. If we arbitrarily take the Civil War as lasting from 12 April 1861 to 12 April 1865 (even though 
that isn’t quite accurate), that yields 1,460 days comprising 35,040 hours. If we take the midpoint of the 
estimates on published materials—or 60,000—then we have produced about forty-one books for every 
day of the war and nearly two books for every hour. That amount seems more than ample for 
unearthing what we need to know about almost any historical period. 
Yet this flow of new studies of the Civil War era does not appear likely to stop. Since the late 1980s, we 
have been in the midst of a surge of publishing that one bibliographer calls the third most significant 
wave of production since the surrenders of the Confederate armies. Studies of the Gettysburg campaign 
alone have grown from 2,757 items in 1982 to 6,193 by 2004.[2] More works of all kind keep coming. 
One catalog of Civil War books that appears online indicated that more than two hundred titles had 
come out last year alone. If anything, that number is understated.  In the 1990s, historian James 
McPherson suggested that eight hundred titles per year were coming off the presses.[3] I repeatedly hear 
the claim that the period is the most written-about—and presumably read about—era of American 
history. In some homes a copy of Lee’s Lieutenants may even be more dog-eared than the family Bible. 
Much of the new work is welcome, but it is understandable to see how a person could ask if the 
publishing surge has become one of Poe’s ravens that has lost the ability to cry out, “Nevermore.” 
Even after 140 years and so much scholarly production, however, there are surprising gaps in the 
research. Despite a Confederacy based on the philosophy of States’ Rights, scholars understand the 
national government better than the legislation, practices, and impact of the state legislatures that either 
supported or stymied Confederate policy.[4] Despite a war known to be unpopular among many in the 
North—with one dissertation claiming that 90,000 deserters and draft resisters had fled the country for 
Canada—scholars have not produced a single monograph that places into context the overall opposition 
to the war, beyond the Copperhead movement of the Midwest or episodes such as the New York City 
draft riots. The state of the published literature makes it appear as if no Copperheads lived in the 
Northeast.[5] Despite a rush of good works on southern women, a book similar to Drew Faust’s for 
northern women had not existed until the recent publication of Daughters of the Union by Nina Silber. 
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We certainly could use more than one good book on northern women.[6] I could go on by mentioning 
the rich new body of work that only recently has surfaced, with historians beginning to define the home 
front as a coherent field, exploring the ideological underpinnings of why soldiers fought, demonstrating 
the commitment and sacrifice by African Americans to freedom, or showing the complicated nature of 
women’s experiences—studies that, if done sixty or seventy years ago, would have been considered at 
best a sidelight of Civil War history, if they were considered at all. 
That we have room for more work, and continued value from archives such as the Southern Historical 
Collection, is not because the talented hands that crafted the more than 50,000 items were negligent in 
examining the past. The field itself has changed dramatically, which accounts for many of the holes in 
scholars’ knowledge of the period. As with all history, the subject matter of Civil War studies has 
corresponded with the evolution of our society, the impact of contemporary issues upon the questions 
we ask of the past, and changes in the practices of the academy. 
The nature of the war also dictated that historians faced a complicated, ongoing task in capturing all 
facets of the war in print. Having two warring sides trying to live again under one house often has 
resulted in contested interpretations of the coming of the conflict, the reasons for fighting, and the 
motivations of people in Reconstruction. Even within the South there were two wars. One astute 
southerner named Jimmy Carter has observed: “Although I was born more than half a century after the 
war was over, it was a living reality in my life. I grew up in one of the families whose people could not 
forget that we had been conquered, while most of our neighbors were black people whose grandparents 
had been liberated in the same conflict.”[7] Because it was a Civil War that signified Union and liberation 
for one group and defeat for another, there were bound to be different approaches, questions, and 
intentions driving the production of its history. And as healing between the sections came—aided in part 
by excluding African Americans from the polity—these processes inevitably affected what people meant 
when they said they wrote Civil War history.[8]
We have to add another ingredient to the mix—one that may be peculiar to this particular field. Noted 
Lincoln scholar J. G. Randall, in a paper published in 1936, pondered whether the numerous publications 
on the president meant that he had been exhausted as a subject. But he also noticed that scholars had 
plenty of company in creating the material. He observed, “The hand of the amateur has rested heavily 
upon Lincoln studies.”[9] For reasons suggested shortly, the Civil War has drawn, and continues to 
attract, massive public attention—not just as readers but also as practitioners. In fact, there are aspects 
of research and writing on the Civil War today that have passed quietly from the hands of academics to 
the hands of popular historians.  
For archivists such as those at the Southern Historical Collection, the situation requires a constantly 
adapting appreciation for what people mean when they say they want to research the Civil War. Studies 
of this period have created an ever-moving target that requires steady aim to ensure that author and 
archivist connect. Because of developments in the field especially after the centennial in the 1960s, 
institutions such as this one are left in a challenging situation. They have to meet the expectations of a 
constituency who remain faithful to customary ways of thinking about the conflict, while anticipating the 
needs of others who are trying to expand the definition of Civil War studies. All say they come to study 
the Civil War, but they undoubtedly are not looking for the same thing.  
To consider how the meaning of the war keeps changing we need to go back to just after the conflict 
ended. The first wave of publishing came primarily from the survivors. Not surprisingly, the works were 
predominantly military in nature, featuring studies on tactics, strategy, and especially the personal traits 
of commanders. The common soldier appeared now and then, but he waited until later in the century to 
become a more energetic focus of publishing attention. Great works of military history defined the field, 
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with powerful narratives on the armies thrilling readers with stories of overcoming numerous hardships 
in heroic struggles. Running hand in glove with the battle narratives was biography, always a staple of 
historians. Ulysses S. Grant and Lee developed supporters who wrangled over their heroes’ attributes 
the way we do over favorite players on sporting teams. Looming over all of the biographical figures, of 
course, has been Abraham Lincoln who is commonly declared to have more written on him than anyone 
other than Napoleon, Shakespeare, or Jesus Christ.[10]
Contrary trends existed. Political studies, especially of the secession crisis and the coming of the war, 
did proliferate. Less frequent, but still apparent, were works on women, mobilization, and social issues 
in general—especially beginning in the 1930s in the hands of historians such as Ella Lonn and Randall.[11] 
These were, however, by no means dominant trends and waited until the 1970s to become more in 
vogue. Because of racism, research on African Americans was spotty at best, with the occasional voice 
emanating from the wilderness, such as W. E. B. Du Bois’s Black Reconstruction in America, John Hope 
Franklin’s From Slavery to Freedom, or Bell Wiley’s Southern Negroes, 1861–1865.[12]
Since the 1970s, the gap has widened between the academy and the so-called amateur historians. The 
popular track, joined by some academic historians, avidly pursues the traditional approach of battles and 
leaders established immediately after the war, or what some call "guns and trumpets history," while 
many academic scholars sniff at military history and play down the usefulness of biography. In an 
introduction to a bibliography on the Civil War, historian Gary Gallagher has said, “Most academic 
scholars have focused on nonmilitary topics such as diplomacy, politics, social trends, and economics, 
while a few academics and a great many other writers have contributed titles on battles, campaigns, and 
military biography.” Gallagher voiced perhaps a worse problem. “Too often these parallel literatures 
take virtually no notice of one another—the nonmilitary titles conveying little sense that huge armies 
contended for supremacy in the Confederate countryside, and the military titles reading as if campaigns 
took place in a vacuum insulated from the political and social contexts.”[13] A crude short-hand for this 
historical divide is expressed by the terms “scholars” and “buffs,” although it must be said that some 
academic historians still practice the traditional form—and do it quite well by offering fresh research 
that expands former boundaries—and that many buffs show a much broader interest in the war than 
solely tactical history.  
The Civil War attracts this overwhelming attention on the part of non-academics for many reasons. 
Some of the fascination might be rooted in the unprecedented nature of the casualties. The defining 
moment for the nation came at the cost of more than 620,000 lives on both sides, which is greater than 
our other wars combined until the 1970s. For southern whites, the war left a great psychological imprint 
that has encouraged continual retrospection. The Confederacy had mobilized roughly eighty percent of 
its men between the ages of seventeen and fifty, with one quarter of them killed in the conflict. This 
butcher’s bill resulted in defeat, which gave the Confederate South a historical experience different from 
the North.[14] Northerners and southerners can find the war compelling enough for reasons that are less 
morbid. People interested in the past have the innocent desire to read about glorious actions, to 
understand how forebears faced incredible stress, to take pride in those ancestors, or to approach with 
awe a period of American life full of epic material and historical actors who risked a great deal. A lot was 
at stake, with a country’s life on the line and the meaning of freedom hanging in the balance. Historian 
Drew Faust has written about the war’s appeal:  
The Civil War offers an authenticity and intensity of experience that can rivet both 
researcher and reader; the war serves as a moment of truth, a moment when 
individuals—be they soldiers or civilians—have to define their deeply held priorities and 
act on them. War is a crucible that produces unsurpassed revelations about the essence 
of the historical actors and their worlds.[15]
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Another factor underlies the fascination with the Civil War. For better or worse, the interpretations of 
the conflict provide a way of announcing contemporary positions on politics, on our society, and on the 
proper form of history. For white southerners, it is arguably more important in this regard. More than 
one southern historian has lamented that the Confederacy has inextricably become intertwined with 
regional identity. This has made it difficult to untangle the past from current conflicts—to admit that 
slavery played a central role in the Civil War, for example, without causing celebrants of the 
Confederacy and their ancestors to be branded as racists. Similarly, as black people keep showing an 
increased interest in this conflict, uncovering a heritage of the war often at odds with their white 
neighbors, it has raised the ante on public remembrances of the war today. Flying the rebel flag on public 
buildings supported by tax payers sparks controversy, as did the statue of Abraham Lincoln placed on 
National Park Service property in Richmond, the former capital of the Confederacy. Those who want to 
hold onto more traditional ways of representing the past have formed heritage groups like the League of 
South that considers one of its missions to serve as police for culture violations, meaning (among other 
things) the preservation of older interpretations of why the war came and why southerners fought.[16] 
The circumstances have placed academic historians who examine the past critically in the position of 
being branded by neo-Confederates as proponents of political correctness or as revisionists—often a 
synonym for ideologically driven work that ignores objectivity. 
It is important to understand that the racial divide extends to the studies, and consumers, of the Civil 
War. For a long time in this country the African American contribution and importance to the war was 
pushed from the dominant history to encourage reconciliation of the white people in both sections. Civil 
War classes today, if those taught by me and my colleagues are any judge, typically draw white students 
even in schools where greater racial diversity exists. Because of the way history was composed and 
taught for so many years—with the cause of the war blamed on northern aggression and the active role 
of black people largely ignored by a white-dominated academy—African Americans had little to draw 
them to lectures and symposia. Memory of the Civil War remained alive for black people, but the 
whitewashing of history that occurred around the turn of the twentieth century created a strange void 
in mainstream writing that still makes it difficult to integrate core black issues and themes. If you asked 
black and white people to jot down a list of heroes from the conflict, black Americans might agree with 
Lincoln and perhaps Grant, but I have my doubts that a significant number of white Americans would 
include Robert Smalls, the daring steamboat operator who became commissioned as a pilot and served 
as a congressman after the war; Frederick Douglass, one of the most important black Americans of the 
nineteenth century; William H. Carney, who won the Congressional Medal of Honor for his actions with 
the assault of the 54th Massachusetts on Fort Wagner; or John Brown, who has won consistent 
accolades among black Americans, including Du Bois, as the embodiment of the revolutionary spirit of 
black people. 
A consensus on the content of Civil War studies can be hard to find even within academic circles. A 
number of years ago, I was having an amiable chat at the annual meeting of the Southern Historical 
Association with a colleague from another institution. As often happens among academics, he asked 
what I was working on. I told him about my project, which dealt with the development of emancipation 
days and memorial days and especially how they were used politically after the Civil War. After listening 
politely for a while, he finally said to me, “Bill, I hope you return to the Civil War someday.” I murmured 
back that I thought was pursuing a Civil War topic by revealing how the war was used for defining 
political positions and party politics.[17] Similarly, one can see researchers in the field, whether very good 
academic or non-academic practitioners, think narrowly about what constitutes Civil War history. In 
publishers’ catalogues, college courses, and the definition of fields, professionals often think of Civil War 
history and black history as separate tracks, or consider emancipation studies as a part of 
Reconstruction rather than the war. As editor of Civil War History, I also encounter beliefs from 
historians outside the field that either we consider nothing more than old-style military history or have 
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no interest in matters outside of the years 1860 to 1865. In fact, many of historians of the period who 
are published in the journal deal with the broader sectional crisis, spanning the emergence of 
constitutional debates over slavery and abolition down through the commemorations of war today. 
During its seventy-five years, the Southern Historical Collection has been one of the forces helping 
shape these changing meanings of Civil War studies. For a long time now, the archive has been a 
mandatory stop for anyone writing on the South’s journey into war, the Confederate experience, and 
the consequences of the conflict. The mass of papers has drawn—and continues to attract—the 
professional, the amateur, the buff, and the genealogist. The collection serves a diverse community of 
scholars exploring African American history, military history, social transformations, political 
developments, and virtually all facets of this complicated and compelling moment of our past. 
Because of the kind of history in vogue at the time of its origin, the Southern Historical Collection 
contains rich material for Civil War studies in areas you would expect—the military history of the war, 
supported by soldiers’ letters and diaries and papers of persons important to the Confederate effort. 
This is no surprise, for when J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton began his quest for materials in the 1930s, 
military history principally defined the field. Numerous military histories of the war, including some of 
the best being produced today, owe a debt to the rows upon rows of boxes lining the stacks. In these 
containers we can find the voices of soldiers writing home to loved ones as they see their world 
crumbling in 1865. We also can find the papers of familiar military figures such as Bryan Grimes, 
Alexander Cheves Haskell, and William Nelson Pendleton, key figures who aided the Confederate army. 
Concerning memoirs, one of the richest ever published has come from this collection. Edward Porter 
Alexander’s candid reminiscences, published as Fighting for the Confederacy, have become one of the most 
widely cited works on the Confederate military experience.[18]
Although there are plenty of guns and trumpets, the archive also contains treasures for the non-military 
side of the war. Social historians today have found that traditional sources that have been mined for 
military history harbor important clues into the construction of everyday life. Scholars interested in the 
home front, politics, and the disfranchised have begun to examine familiar sources differently, looking for 
what they reveal about life at home, public sentiments about the nation, or the difficulties of making 
ends meet while serving the needs of the Confederacy. Government records can contain the voice of 
common people, who were compelled to plead for their various interests to representatives. 
Collections of soldiers’ letters sometimes hold responses from wives or other family members, who 
provide invaluable information about how life is changing at home. (This dialog between home and battle 
front, in fact, is one of the areas remaining to be explored even further, with archives able to help such 
inquiry through highlighting collections containing this family discourse.) The Southern Historical 
Collection has a surprisingly rich cache of Confederate sources that can still reorient how we think 
about certain elements of the southern experience. And, as the Documenting the American South web 
sites on the home front and women suggest, the archive contains wonderful prospects for continuing to 
guide new work on social, political, and cultural facets of the period. 
My own personal gem from this collection came while researching my first book on the Virginia home 
front during the Civil War. Information that I uncovered showed collusion among rich farmers in 
Virginia and the secretary of war in a price-fixing scheme that sparked public outrage and helped lead to 
the resignation of the cabinet officer. I was looking through the papers of the Hubard family. Edmund 
Wilcox Hubard was a prominent Virginian from Buckingham County who, since 1863, served as an 
appraiser with the impressment office. Under the system, each state established tables of prices listing 
what the government would pay for food and other supplies. In the summer of 1864, the impressment 
commissioners—encouraged by Secretary of War James E. Seddon—decided to raise prices arbitrarily 
by a six-fold amount. 
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When the public learned about the new price schedules, they began organizing public meetings 
throughout Virginia to protest the action. This at first puzzled me, for common sense argues that a 
region of farmers should welcome the price boost which would give them more money for their crops, 
even if it did not allow them to realize the higher profits obtainable in the open market. Two things, 
however, made this action a problem. First, large sections of the public had become dependent on 
impressment prices as a means of stabilizing the economy or securing goods at prices lower than the 
free market. If impressment prices shot up by six times, then the costs of all goods escalated in similar 
proportions. Such inflation was expected to shatter what little confidence remained in the currency. 
Second, it became clear that the measure helped large farmers—most of the smaller farmers were in the 
army and the people who could remain home were plantation owners—but only if they contributed a 
certain amount of goods at the impressment levels. Then it became known that Seddon—the secretary 
of war who oversaw the impressment bureau and who encouraged the price increase—had sold his 
wheat quickly under the new schedule. What would have been about a $2,000 gain for the cabinet 
officer had ballooned to more than $17,000. The public outcry forced the commissioners to reverse the 
increase, and Seddon lost political capital that helped lead to his resignation in February 1865. 
None of this would have been known without my stumbling upon it in the Hubard collection, which 
contained a letter that caused me to explore why some impressment commissioners from Virginia were 
annoyed with the public clamor against their decision.[19] This example also illustrates the reach of the 
Southern Historical Collection. While obviously the strongest on materials for North Carolina history, 
the collections have more to offer than a concentration on this one state. 
The future does present challenges to this and other repositories that want to meet the demands of 
changing Civil War studies. Like most archives, the Southern Historical Collection rests with one foot 
each in the worlds of the traditional and the latest in academic trends. It cannot give up its position of 
serving people who come looking for the more established forms of Civil War studies. Yet the new 
work that has been accomplished, and is yet to be written, demands creative use of old sources, 
especially by employing pathways into the manuscripts and government documents that allow for topical 
exploration to understand the intersection of this big war in the lives of common people. 
Like most areas of history, Civil War era studies have undergone a transformation in the last several 
decades from the hands of social, political, and cultural historians. Much of the emphasis has been on 
finding the personal war: the view of common soldiers, women, and African Americans in particular. 
Military history has been a full, and even leading, partner in this transformation. Various works have 
explored the reasons why men fought, with the debate featuring ideological reasons at one end (sense 
of democracy, for instance) and practical concerns at the other (money, peer pressure, or force). 
Additionally, historians have shifted from an emphasis on tactics and personalities of commanders to 
including more on logistics and especially situating campaigns within their broader context to show the 
relationship of politics and war. Meanwhile, the home front has blossomed as an area of concentration. 
We also know more about political culture and civil liberties in the Union and Confederacy and the 
content of national identity among northerners and southerners. All of these topics have involved 
rewarding but frustrating hunts. To learn the impressions of people—especially ones who are not as 
inclined to leave a written record—takes tedious searches through boxes upon boxes of materials. New 
techniques for research and archival reference will help this cause immensely. 
If I could wave a magic wand and effect one change within the profession it would be to have some kind 
of master topical guide that cross-referenced themes across all collections and allowed for quick hits 
through an electronic database. The typical way of cataloging materials has been by family name. Even 
today, if looking to the online catalog of the Southern, searchers will find a guide oriented primarily by 
family name that does not allow for easy examination by topics such as: family life; Confederate policies 
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such as conscription, impressment, confiscation of property (sequestration), or martial law; soldier 
issues such as desertion or expressions of their cause; African American concerns; and so on. Online 
collections are much more friendly to this mode of searching, and I give due credit to UNC Chapel Hill 
for its pioneering efforts with their digital publications on Documenting the American South, “North 
American Slave Narratives,” and “The Southern Home Front, 1861–1865.”[20] This kind of digital effort 
can only stimulate a host of fresh scholarship by providing new means of conducting historical inquiry. 
The future appears to lie even more in this direction of making more materials accessible through 
electronic means that will enable personal searches that satisfy the needs of idiosyncratic projects. 
Creating archives that conquer the problems of distance and allow for more democratic uses of the 
material through personal searches raises at least one new problem—how to configure search engines 
to capture language that may be anachronistic. There often is a disjuncture between our terms today 
and the ways in which historical actors expressed them. For example, the word civilian was not a 
commonplace term for identifying noncombatants in the mid-nineteenth century. Civil War era people 
referred to them as “citizens.” Similarly, scholars of the psychological impact of the war have recognized 
that depression existed among soldiers, but it was often referred to as “homesickness”—a disease that 
was taken very seriously as potentially fatal. Trying to anticipate these differences in the lexicon between 
then and now would present a frightful exercise in futility. 
There is a possible solution, but it involves allowing researchers and public users of electronic archival 
material a chance to participate in continuously updating search mechanisms and online finding aids. I 
owe this suggestion to a conversation with Eric Novotny, humanities librarian at Penn State’s Pattee 
Library. This is similar to a Wikipedia approach in that researchers could make suggestions on the 
phrases and topics that could elicit certain kinds of hits. Adjustments always can be controlled by a 
central editor/archivist. Novotny has pointed out, for example, that his own search of digital newspapers 
revealed that someone looking for hits concerning the Emancipation Proclamation might miss a lot—the 
document when it first came out was often simply called the “President’s Proclamation,” without 
emancipation figuring in the title. 
In addition to technological advances, we should not ignore good old-fashioned human contact as a 
means of generating new work from familiar sources. Librarians and archivists should not take for 
granted what research on the Civil War might mean, taking time to interview researchers to understand 
which Civil War they pursue. The worst experience comes when librarians think of themselves primarily 
as preservationists, treating historians as microbes introducing decay into a pure environment. On the 
other side, historians should treat the archivists and librarians as professional colleagues who have their 
own expertise to share. They should be treated as welcome partners in the hunt, rather than simply as 
golden retrievers of paper. Greater communication between the two can only have beneficial results for 
historical discovery. 
So, despite more than 50,000 titles in print and more in the offing, we need more books on the Civil 
War, at least broadly defined. Regimental histories and standard tactical studies have their place, but the 
exhaustive work already accomplished in these areas sets the bar considerably high for their further 
manufacturing by academic historians, although the best practitioners continue to find new sources or 
interpretations that revise our thinking in these areas from time to time. Ahead lies hard work to 
uncover the stories of non-planters in the South, the lives of African American women, the perspectives 
of enlisted men both on their military experience and postwar adjustment to civilian life, and the ways in 
which the Confederacy became a far more centralized nation-state than the Union during the conflict. 
With its rich archival materials and experiments with new forms of delivery through online databases, 
the Southern Historical Collection should be in the thick of these issues as it remains a necessary place 
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